Reinforcement learning offers the promise of automating the acquisition of complex behavioral skills. However, compared to commonly used and well-understood supervised learning methods, reinforcement learning algorithms can be brittle, difficult to use and tune, and sensitive to seemingly innocuous implementation decisions. In contrast, imitation learning utilizes standard and well-understood supervised learning methods, but requires near-optimal expert data. Can we learn effective policies via supervised learning without demonstrations? The main idea that we explore in this work is that non-expert trajectories collected from suboptimal policies can be viewed as optimal supervision, not for maximizing the reward, but for matching the reward of the given trajectory. By then conditioning the policy on the numerical value of the reward, we can obtain a policy that generalizes to larger returns. We show how such an approach can be derived as a principled method for policy search, discuss several variants, and compare the method experimentally to a variety of current reinforcement learning methods on standard benchmarks.
Introduction
Reinforcement learning, particularly when combined with high-capacity function approximators such as deep networks, has the potential to automatically acquire control strategies for complex tasks together with the perception and state estimation machinery needed to accomplish them, all the while requiring minimal manual engineering [18, 41] . However, in practice, such reinforcement learning methods suffer from a number of major drawbacks that have limited their utility for real-world problems. Current deep reinforcement learning methods are notoriously unstable and sensitive to hyperparameters [5, 14] , and often require a very large number of samples. In this paper, we study a new class of reinforcement learning methods that allow simple and scalable supervised learning techniques to be applied directly to the reinforcement learning problem.
A central challenge with adapting supervised learning methods to autonomously learn skills defined by a reward function is the lack of optimal supervision: in order to learn behaviors via conventional supervised learning methods, the learner must have access to labels that indicate the optimal action to take in each state. The main observation in our work is that any experience collected by an agent can be used as optimal supervision when conditioned on the quality of a policy. That is, actions that lead to mediocre returns represent "optimal" supervision for a mediocre policy. We can implement this idea in a practical algorithm by learning policies that are conditioned on the reward that will result from running that policy, or other quantities derived from the reward, such as the advantage value. In this way, all data gathered by the agent can be used as "optimal" supervision for a particular value of the conditioning return or advantage.
using any policy can provide optimal supervision tuples of the form (s, Z, a), and a policy of this form can be trained on such data using standard supervised learning.
Our main contribution is a practical reinforcement learning algorithm that uses standard supervised learning as an inner-loop sub-routine. We show how reward-conditioned policies can be derived in a principled way from a policy improvement objective, discuss several important implementation choices for this method, and evaluate it experimentally on standard benchmark tasks and fully offpolicy reinforcement learning problems. We show that some variants of this method can perform well in practice, though a significant gap still exists between this approach and state-of-the-art reinforcement learning algorithms.
Related Work
Most current reinforcement learning algorithms aim to either explicitly compute a policy gradient [44, 48] , accurately fit a value function or Q-function [9, 22, 35, 47] , or both [10, 21] . While such methods have attained impressive results on a range of challenging tasks [13, 20, 22, 28, 36] , they are also known to be notoriously challenging to use effectively, due to sensitivity to hyperparameters, high sample complexity, and a range of important and delicate implementation choices that have a large effect on performance [5, 6, 12, 15, 23, 24, 46] .
In contrast, supervised learning is comparatively well understood, and even imitation learning methods can often provide a much simpler approach to learning effective policies when demonstration data is available [3, 27, 33] . Indeed, a number of recent works have sought to combine imitation learning and reinforcement learning [2, 43, 45] . However, when expert demonstrations are not available, supervised learning cannot be used directly. A number of prior works have sought to nonetheless utilize supervised learning in the inner loop of a reinforcement learning update, either by imitating a computational expert (e.g., another more local RL algorithm) [7, 20] , the best-performing trajectories [25] , or by reweighting sub-optimal data to make it resemble samples from a more optimal policy [31, 32] . In this paper, we utilize a simple insight to make it feasible to use suboptimal, non-expert data for supervised learning: suboptimal trajectories can be used as optimal supervision for a policy that aims to achieve a specified return or advantage value.
The central idea behind our method -that suboptimal trajectories can serve as optimal supervision for other tasks or problems -has recently been explored for goal-conditioned policies, both with reinforcement learning [1, 16, 34] and supervised learning [8] . Our approach can be viewed as a generalization of this principle to arbitrary tasks, conditioning on the reward rather than a goal state. Like our method, Harutyunyan et al. [11] also learn the distribution of actions conditioned on future states or the trajectory return, but then utilize such models with standard RL techniques, such as policy gradients, to provide more effective credit assignment and variance reduction. Concurrently with our work, Schmidhuber [37] and Srivastava et al. [42] proposed a closely related algorithm that also uses supervised learning and reward conditioning. While our work is concurrent, we further explore the challenges with this basic design, demonstrate that a variety of careful implementation choices are important for good performance, and provide detailed comparisons to related algorithms.
Preliminaries
In reinforcement learning, our goal is to learn a control policy that maximizes the expected long term return in a task which is modeled as a Markov decision process (MDP). At each timestep t, the agent receives an environment state s t ∈ S, executes an action a t ∈ A and observes a reward r t = r(s t , a t ) and the next environment state s t+1 . The goal of the RL algorithm is to learn a policy π θ (a t |s t ) that maximizes the return, which is the cumulative discounted reward J(θ), defined as
Prior reinforcement learning methods generally either aim to compute the derivative of J(π) with respect to the policy parameters θ directly via policy gradient methods [48] , or else estimate a value function or Q-function by means of temporal difference learning, or both. Our aim will be to avoid complex and potentially high-variance policy gradient estimators, as well as the complexity of temporal difference learning.
Algorithm 1 Generic Algorithm for Reward-Conditioned Policies (RCPs)
1: θ 1 ← random initial parameters 2: D ← ∅ 3:p 1 (Z) ← initial value distribution 4: for iteration k = 1, ..., k max do 5: sample target valueẐ ∼p k (Z). 6: roll out trajectory τ = {s t , a t , r t } T t=0 , with policy π θ k (·|s t ,Ẑ) 7: for each step t, label (s t , a t ) with observed value Z t 8:
θ k+1 ← arg max θ E s,a,Z∼D [log π θ (a|s, Z)] 10:p k+1 ← update target value distribution using D 11: end for 4 Reward-Conditioned Policies
The basic idea behind our approach is simple: we alternate between a training a policy of the form π θ (a t |s t , Z) with supervised learning on all data collected so far, where Z is an estimate of the return for the trajectory containing the tuple (s t , a t ), and using the latest policy to collect more data. We first provide an overview of the generic RCP algorithm, and then describe two practical instantiations of the method.
Reward-Conditioned Policy Training
The generic RCP algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. At the start of each rollout, a target valuê Z is sampled from the current target distributionẐ ∼p k (Z). The current policy π θ k (a|s,Ẑ) is then conditioned onẐ and used to sample a trajectory τ k from the environment. After a rollout, each timestep t is relabled with a new value Z t reflecting the actual rewards observed over the course of the rollout. This value can be the observed total reward-to-go, or the estimated advantage at (s t , a t ). The tuples {s t , a t , Z t } are then added to the dataset D, which is structured as a first-in first-out queue. The reward-conditioned policy is then updated via supervised regression on the data in the buffer. Finally, the target return distributionp(Z) is updated using the data in D, and the process is repeated. RCP performs policy updates using only supervised regression, leveraging prior suboptimal trajectories as supervision.
We explore two specific choices for the form of the values Z: conditioning on the total return, which we refer to as RCP-R, and conditioning on the advantage, which we refer to as RCP-A. The return conditioned variant, RCP-R, is the simplest: here, we simply choose Z t to be the discounted reward to go along the sampled trajectory, such that Z t = T t =t γ t −t r t . A more complex but also more effective version of the algorithm can be implemented by conditioning on the advantage of a t in state s t . The advantage function is defined as
where V (s) is the state value function, and Q(s, a) is the state-action value function. Thus, RCP-A uses Z t = A(s t , a t ), with Q(s, a) estimated using a Monte Carlos estimate, and V (s) estimated using a separately fitted value functionV φ (s). Thus, we have
The value function can be fitted using Monte Carlo return estimates, though we opt for a TD(λ) estimator, following prior work [29, 39] .
An important detail of the RCP algorithm is the update to the target value distributionp k (Z) on line 10. We will describe the theoretical considerations for the choice ofp k (Z) in Section 4.3, while here we describe the final procedure that we actually employ in our method. We representp k (Z) as a normal distribution, with mean µ Z and standard deviation σ Z . The mean and variance are updated based on the soft-maximum, i.e. log exp, of the target value Z observed so far in the dataset D. As per line 5 in Algorithm 1, we sampleẐ fromp k (Z) for each rollout. For RCP-A, a new sample for Z is drawn at each time step, while for RCP-R, a sample for the return Z is drawn once for the whole trajectory.
Implementation and Architecture Details
We opt to use a deterministic policy for evaluation in accordance with the evaluation protocol commonly used in prior RL algorithms [10] . During evaluation, the target value is always chosen to be equal to µ Z + σ Z to avoid stochasticity arising from the target value input. We model the policy π θ (a|s, Z) as a three-layer fullyconnected deep neural network that takes s and Z as inputs and outputs a Gaussian distribution over actions. A simple choice for the architecture of the policy network would be to concatenate the additional scalar target value Z to the state s, and then use a standard multi-layer fully connected network. However, prior work has observed that such conditioning variables can often be utilized more effectively in an architecture that incorporates multiplicative interactions [4, 26, 30] . Based on this insight, we found that using multiplicative interactions between embeddings of Z and each intermediate layer of the main policy network, shown in Figure 1 , produced substantially better results in our experiments. This design prevents the policy network from ignoring the input target values.
Theoretical Motivation for Reward-Conditioned Policies
In this section, we derive the two variants of RCPs, RCP-R and RCP-A, as approximate solutions to a constrained policy search problem. This derivation resembles REPS [32] and AWR [29] .
Notation. We denote a trajectory by τ , and use Z(τ ) to denote the return of the trajectory, given by Z(τ ) = t r(s t , a t ). For the purpose of this derivation, we operate in a setting where Z(τ ) can be stochastic, although deterministic returns are a special case of this scenario. We refer to the joint distribution of trajectories τ and returns Z as p(τ, Z). We denote the joint distribution over trajectories and returns under a sampling policy µ as p µ (τ, Z).
Return-Conditioned Variant (RCP-R)
Our constrained policy search formulation aims to learn a return-conditioned policy π θ (a|s, Z) that maximizes the discounted long-term return J(θ), under the constraint that the induced trajectoryreturn marginal p π (τ, Z) is close to the marginal of the sampling policy, p µ (τ, Z). We will first compute the optimal non-parametric solution π * to the above described optimization problem and then learn π θ (a|s, Z) by projecting π * into the space of parametric policies Π = {π θ (a|s, Z)|θ ∈ Θ}. This can be formalized as:
(1)
Now, we can derive the supervised regression update for RCPs as a solution to the above constrained optimization. We first form the Lagrangian of the constrained optimization problem presented above with Lagrange multiplier β:
Differentiating L(π, β) with respect to π and β and applying optimality conditions, we obtain a non-parametric form for the joint trajectory-return distribution of the optimal policy, p π * (τ, Z):
can instead decompose the joint distribution p π (τ, Z) into conditionals p π (Z) and p π (τ |Z), and use this decomposition to obtain an expression for the trajectory distribution conditioned on the target return Z. Thus, we can convert Equation 4 into:
Equation 5 can be decomposed into separate expressions for the target distribution p π * (Z) and the conditional trajectory distribution p π * (τ |Z). We obtain a maximum likelihood objective for p π * (τ |Z) and an exponentially weighted maximum-likelihood objective for the target distribution p π * (Ẑ).
Equation 6 corresponds to fitting a policy π * to generate trajectories that achieve a particular target return value Z as depicted in Step 9 in Algorithm 1. Equation 7 corresponds to the process of improving the expected return of a policy by updating the target return distribution to assign higher likelihoods to large values of Z as shown in Step 10 in Algorithm 1.
For the final steps, we factorize p π (τ |Z) as p π (τ |Z) = Π t π(a t |s t , Z)p(s t+1 |s t , a t ), where the product is over all time steps t in a tajectory τ , and the dynamics p(s t+1 |s t , a t ) are independent of the policy. To train a parametric policy π θ (a|s,Ẑ), we project the optimal non-parametric policy p * π computed above onto the manifold of parametric policies, according to
Equation 9 corresponds to a maximum likelihood update for the policy π θ . Training is performed only for target return values Z that have actually been observed and are present in the buffer D.
We choose to maintain an approximate parametric Gaussian model for p π * (Z), and continuously update this models online according to the update in Equation 7. Section 4.2 provides more details on maintaining this model in our practical implementation.
Advantage-Conditioned Variant (RCP-A)
In this section, we present a derivation of the advantage-conditioned variant. Our derivation is based on the idea of learning a policy to maximize the expected improvement over the sampling policy µ. Expected improvement of policy π(a|s) over another policy µ(a|s) is defined as the difference between their expected long-term discounted returns η µ (π) = J(π) − J(µ). Using policy difference lemma [17] , we can express expected improvement as:
where the approximate equality holds true if π and µ are similar [38] .
Analogous to the derivation of RCP-R, for each state-action pair (s, a), we assume that the advantage values are random variables. We denote the advantage random variable for an action a at a state s with respect to policy π with A π (s, a).
In the case of policies conditioned on advantages, the expected improvement of a policy π(a|s, A) over a sampling policy µ(a|s, A) is given by
When the policies µ and π are close to each other, we obtain a trainable objective, by replacing the intractable state-distribution term d π (s) in Equation 11 with state distribution d µ (s) of the sampling policy. This approximation has been previously used in the derivation of TRPO [38] and AWR [29] . For a rigorous proof of this approximation, we refer the readers to Lemma 3 in Schulman et al. [38] .
Our goal is to learn an advantage-conditioned policy π(a|s, A) which maximizes expected improvement while being close to the sampling policy µ(a|s, A) while staying close to µ in distribution. This is formalized as the following optimization problem: arg max π E s∼d µ (s),a,A∼pµ(a,A|s) [A] (12)
Following steps similar to the previous derivation for the return-conditioned variant (RCP-R), we obtain the following maximum-likelihood objective to train a parametric policy π θ (a|s,Â), given a sampling policy µ, as described in Step 9 of Algorithm 1.
π θ (a|s,Â) = arg max θ E s∼d µ (s),A∼pµ(A|s) E a∼µ(a|s,A) [log π θ (a|s, A)]
Further, the target distribution of advantages at any state s under this procedure is given by:
To summarize, this derivation motivates a maximum-likelihood objective (Equation 14 ) that trains the policy to choose actions that achieve a particular target advantage value as depicted in Algorithm 1, and the target distribution p π * (A|s) is updated according to Equation 15 to assign higher likelihoods to actions with higher advantages. Rather than fitting a model to learn a mapping between states and advantages, our model for the target distribution p π * (A), as described in Section 4.2 ignores the dependency on states in the interest of simplicity.
Weighted Maximum Likelihood for Reward-Conditioned Policy Learning
The derivation in Sections 4.3 gives rise to a simple maximum likelihood objective for training the reward-conditioned policy π θ (a|s, Z). In contrast to prior work, such as REPS [32] and AWR [29] , which use a return-weighted maximum likelihood objective to train an unconditioned policy, with weights given by exponentiated returns, we expect our unweighted maximum-likelihood objective to exhibit less variance, since exponentiated return weights necessarily reduce the effective sample size when many of the (suboptimal) trajectories receive very small weights. However, we can choose to also use weighted likelihood objective with RCPs, and indeed are free to prioritize the samples in D to attain better performance. For example, in the case of RCP-A, we can choose to upweight transitions corresponding to highly advantageous actions, rather than training under the data distribution defined by D. As we show empirically in Section 5.1, prioritizing transition samples by assigning a weight proportional to exponential target value (either advantage or return) increases sample-efficiency in some cases, although this step is optional in the RCP framework. In practice, we would expect this to also reduce the effective sample size, though we did not find that to be a problem for the benchmark tasks on which we evaluated our method.
Experimental Evaluation
Our experiments aim to evaluate the performance of RCPs on standard RL benchmark tasks, as well as fully off-policy RL problems. We also present an ablation analysis, which aims to answer the following questions: (1) Do RCPs actually achieve a return that matches the value they are conditioned on? (2) What is the effect of the policy architecture on the performance of RCPs? (3) How does the choice of reweighting method during supervised learning affect performance, and can RCPs perform well with no reweighting at all? (4) Are RCPs less sensitive to the size of the replay buffer, as compared to other RL algorithms that use supervised subroutines, such as AWR?
Experimental setup. At each iteration, RCP collects 2000 transition samples (i.e. executes 2000 timesteps in the environment), which are appended to the dataset D. Unless stated otherwise, for RCPs, D is a ring buffer that holds 100k transitions. We also show results with larger buffer sizes in Figure 5 . Updates to the policy are performed by uniformly sampling minibatches of 256 samples from D. For the advantage-conditioned variant, the value function is updated with 200 gradient steps per iteration, and the policy is updated with 1000 steps.
Performance and Comparisons on Standard Benchmarks
We compare RCP-R and RCP-A to a number of prior RL algorithms, including on-policy algorithms such as TRPO [38] and PPO [40] , and off-policy algorithms such as SAC [10] and DDPG [21] . We also compare to AWR [29] , a recently proposed off-policy RL method that also utilizes supervised learning as a subroutine, but does not condition on rewards and requires an exponential weighting scheme during training. When using exponential weighting, both RCP-R and RCP-A resemble AWR, with the main difference being the additional conditioning on returns or advantages. However, RCPs can also use unweighted supervised learning, which can decrease the variance of the supervised learning stage and increase the effective sample size, while AWR requires exponential weighting, without which it can never learn an optimal policy.
Learning curves comparing the different algorithms on three continuous-control and one discreteaction OpenAI gym benchmark tasks are shown in Figure 2 . RCP-A substantially outperforms the return-conditioned variant, RCP-R, on all of the tasks, though RCP-R is still able to learn effective policies on the LundarLander-v2 task. While there is still a gap between the performance of RCPs and the best current reinforcement learning algorithms, RCP-A outperforms TRPO and performs comparably or better to PPO. When we additionally incorporate exponential reweighting, as shown in Figure 3 , both variants of RCP perform substantially better, and RCP-A performs similarly to AWR, though this is in a sense not surprising, since both methods utilize the same weighted regression step, with the only difference being that the RCP-A policy also receives the advantage values as an input. These results show that, although there is still a gap in performance between RCPs and prior methods, the methods has the potential to learn effective policies on a range of benchmark tasks.
As noted in Section 2, concurrently to our work, Schmidhuber [37] proposed a similar approach, UDRL, though without weighting or advantage conditioning, and reports a final result of around 150 on the LunarLander-v2 task. We can see in Figure 2 that RCPs generally perform better, with RCP-A reaching 238 ± 1.3 on the same task. This suggests that, although conditioning on rewards provides for a simple and effective reinforcement learning method, there are still a number of simple but important design decisions that are essential for good performance.
Performance in Fully Offline Settings
Since RCPs use standard supervised learning and can utilize all previously collected data, we would expect RCPs to be well suited for learning entirely from offline datasets, without on-policy data collection. We follow the protocol described by Kumar et al. [19] and evaluate on static datasets collected from a "mediocre" partially trained policy, with 1 million transition samples per task. RCPs can be trained directly on this dataset, without any modification to the algorithm. We compare to AWR [29] and bootstrapping error accumulation reduction (BEAR) [19] , which is a Q-learning method that incorporates a constraint to handle out-of-distribution actions. We also compare to off-policy approximate dynamic programming methods primarily designed for online learning -SAC [10] and TD3 [6] , -and PPO [40] , which is an importance-sampled policy gradient algorithm. As shown in Figure 4 , we find that RCP-A learns effective policies in the purely offline setting on both the environments tested on and achieves performance better than the behavior policy that generated the dataset.
Ablation Experiments
Finally, we perform three ablation experiments to determine the effect of various design decisions for RCP training. The first parameter of variation is the size of the buffer D that is used during training. We compare RCP-R, RCP-A, and AWR with different buffer sizes, shown in Figure 5 . Note that the performance of AWR degrades significantly as the buffer size increases. This is expected, since AWR constrains the policy against the buffer distribution, therefore larger buffer sizes can result in slower policy improvement. In contrast, RCP-R and RCP-A can handle larger buffers, and perform better with buffers of size 100k as compared to buffers of size 50k, though larger buffers still result in somewhat worse performance. We speculate that this might be due to the fact the low-dimensional and simple benchmark task do not actually require large datasets to train an effective policy, and we might expect larger buffers to be more beneficial on more complex tasks, which we hope to investigate in the future.
In Figure 6 , we compare two different architectural choices for both the RCP variants. In the first architecture, labeled concat in Figure 6 , the target value Z is concatenated to the state s and then fed into a three-layer fully-connected network. The second architecture, labeled as multiply, is our default choice for experiments in Section 5.1 and uses multiplicative interactions, as discussed in Section 4.2.
Learning curves in Figure 6 show that the architecture with multiplicative interactions (multiply) leads to better performance across the different environments (HalfCheetah-v2 and Hopper-v2) for both variants (RCP-A and RCP-R).
Finally, we study the relationship between the target valueẐ that the policy is conditioned and the observed target value Z achieved by rollouts from the policy. Ideally, we would expect the specified target values of Z to roughly match the observed valueẐ, as a reward-conditioned policy is explicitly trained to ensure this (Step 9 of Algorithm 1). In this experiment, we plot a two-dimensional heatmap of co-occurrence frequencies ofẐ and Z t to visualize the relationship between these quantities after about 2000 training iterations for both RCP variants. These heatmaps are shown in Figure 7 . We find that both variants of RCP policies achieve returns (or advantages) that are similar enough to the target values they are conditioned on.
Discussion and Future Work
We presented reward-conditioned policies, a general class of algorithms that enable learning of control policies with standard supervised learning approaches. Reward-conditioned policies make use of a simple idea: sub-optimal trajectories can be regarded as optimal supervision for a policy that does not aim to attain the largest possible reward, but rather to match the reward of that trajectory. By then conditioning the policy on the reward, we can train a single model to simultaneously represent policies for all possible reward values, and generalize to larger reward values.
While our results demonstrate that this approach can attain good results across a range of reinforcement learning benchmark tasks, its sample efficiency and final performance still lags behind the best and most efficient approximate dynamic programming methods, such as soft actor-critic [10] , as well as methods that utilize supervised learning in concert with reweighting, such as AWR [29] . sWe nonetheless expect the simplicity of RCPs to serve as a significant benefit in many practical situations, and we hope that the use of standard supervised learning as a subroutine can also make it easier to analyze and understand the propoerties of our method. We expect that exploration is likely to be one of the major challenges with reward-conditioned policies: the methods we presented rely on generalization and random chance to acquire trajectories that improve in performance over those previously seen in the dataset. Sometimes the reward-conditioned policies might generalize successfully, and sometimes they might not. Further theoretical and empirical analysis of this generalization behavior may lead to a more performant class of methods, and more optimal sampling strategies inspired by posterior sampling may also lead to better final results. We believe that investigating these directions is an exciting avenue for future work, as it might allow us to devise a new class of reinforcement learning methods that combine the ease of use of supervised learning with the ability to autonomously acquire near-optimal behaviors from only high-level reward specification.
